The term SafeG® is a shorthand way of referring to a safe alternative to harmful 5G wireless. 5G
antennas are starting to be deployed right now in our residential neighborhoods, shopping districts,
business districts and business parks without any of us having a say. Those antennas broadcast
powerful wireless radiation at us 24/7/365, creating fields much more intense and damaging than
today’s wireless systems. And, we can never turn this radiation off!
SafeG offers a different path. SafeG is not a single product or service, but a framework for an internet and telecommunications system that respects our health, our privacy, our security and our right
to choose what is best for our ourselves and our communities. Here is how we define SafeG:
SafeG means safe, fast, reliable, secure internet and telecommunications services
brought into our homes and businesses by wired technology. It means technology that
safeguards our health, privacy and security and that evolves over time with the goal of
reducing exposure to harmful wireless radiation.
Recent research definitively links wireless radiation to cancer and suggests that this radiation is
also linked to a growing list of serious health effects including:
General
•
•
•
•

Headaches
Insomnia
Dizziness
Low Sperm Count

5G Specific

• Learning
Difficulties
• Heart Palpitations
• Nausea

• Damage to the eyes
(cataracts, retinal
deterioration)
• Immune system
disruption

• Metabolic
disruption
• Skin damage
• Rise in bacterial
resistance

Persistent exposure to wireless radiation may also exacerbate existing conditions such as diabetes, heart disease, Alzheimer’s Disease and other forms of dementia. But perhaps most important
of all, research indicates that children are more vulnerable to damage from wireless radiation than adults.
SafeG gives people choice. While we favor wired networks in homes and businesses, for those
who choose wireless networks, we recommend the use of technologies that reduce the wireless
signal to what is needed to serve the premises only.
For more information and actions you
can take, visit the SafeG Alliance at:

www.SafeG.net
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